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The mathematics of dressmaking.

By E.C. Zeeman.

Dresstiing can raise interesting questions in both geometry and

topology . My own involvement began in Wngkok, where I once bought

a dress-length of some rather beautifd Thai sM. Unfortunatdy when I

got home W the dressmakers claimed it wasn’t long enough to make a

dress. It became clear that I had. to either abandon the project or make

the thing myseM.

Now I had never made a dress before, nor any garment for that

matter, and, so I thought it wodd. be amusing to try designing it from

scratch. Fools rush in where angels fear to tr~d. k my iMocence I

chose a simple sleeveless summer dress with a princess line; or in

layman’s language it just consisted of two pands, one at the front and one

at the back, sewn together at the sides. What I had. not realised was that,

the simpler the dress, the more accurately it has to fit. As a precaution

I first tried a mock-up made out of an old sheet. And a ~d thing too,

because the resdt was hopdess : when she trial it on it hardly fitted

anywhere. I slowly began to realise that I did not yet wderstand the basic

mathematical problem of how to fit a flmible flat su~ce round a curved

surface. So back to the dratig board to do a litie differential geomet~.

I was particdarly intrigued by the negative curvature at the small

of the back. How does one make a dress, not ody to sit smootiy, but

also to follow smoottiy the natural” twisting movements of the torso without

wr~ing? If the skin can do it, why not the dress? To induce negative

curvature in a tit surface, one must either stretch the perimeter or

shrink the middle. For ~mple plant leaves produce their ne~tive

curvature by atra ~owth around. the perimeter. k dressmaking there are

two standard methods of achieving negative curvature, which we shaU discuss.

One is by cutting the material on the cross, which in effect stretches the

perimeter, and the other is by making seams and darts, which in effect

shrinks the middle.
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Cutting “on the cross” or “on the bias” merely means arranging

things so that the fibres of the warp and weft go diagondly relative to the

body instead of going horizontally and verticaUy. ~erefore if the dress is

ptied tight horizontily and verticaUy then the material will be stretched

diagonally relative to the fibres. Now it is a characteristic property of

woven material that it cannot be stretched along the fibres but it can be

stretched diagond to them. And if it is stretched along both diagonals at

the same time then it w~ form a surface of negative curvature like a

quadric, such as xy = z (see Fi~re 1). k a quadric the fibres are in fact

straight lines (as in a plane), but they are no longer pa=llel to one another,

Figure 1.

and consequently they must have been palled slightiy apart round the perimeter

(or pushed slightiy closer together in the middle, or both). hcidentilly,

it is a classical theorem of projective geometry that any non-planar surface

containing

suggesting

the weave

NO intersecting families of lines is a quadric. Of course I am not

that a dress is a quadric, but where it has negative curvature

must be distorted in the same way as in a quadric, either palled

apart round the perimeter or bunched together in the middle.

Now cutting on the cross can be most effective in full skirts,

swathed dresses, or soft rolled, collars, but if it is used in fitted dresses then

it suffers from three disadvantages : firstiy the Stretchtig round the perimeter

thins and w-kens the material, and ptis on the seams. Secondly

if the material resists the stretching elastically then the dress
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will tend to cling to the btiy (although this is sometimes inte~retd as

an advantage rather than a d.isadwntage). Thirdly, when the torso twists,

the unstretchabili~ of the diagonal lying fibres tends to make the dress

go taught in rather unsighdy diagond folds. U we want the dress to

remain gracefd under movement this last criticism is the most serious ~

and. therefore it is preferable to have darts.

To make a dart you merely fold the material along the desired

dart-line, with the outside inside, machine along an arc ABC (see Figure
—.- ..— —
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make a few snips to allow the curvature to go negative the way you want.

this immediately raises several aw~ard questions :

(1) k which direction shodd. the darts go?

(2) How many shotid there be?

(3) How deep should they be?

(4) Where shodd they begin and

(S) What shape shodd they be?

end ?

these questions from basic principlesLet us try and derive answers to

in the case of a princess line dress. The beauty of the princess line is

the continuous flow from neck to hem. Clearly this calls for vertical

darts so as not to interrupt the flow, giving the answer to question (1). The

nwt question is how many darts? Here there is a cotiict beween aesthetics

and mathematics, because aesthetic simplicity demands as few as possible,

whereas accurate fitting of the curvature demands as many as possible. h
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particular central darts would be undesirable in a princess line because that

wodd destroy the visual attraction of me single panels at front and back.

The simplest solution is to have two darts in each panel. Therefore if

we include the side seams we have sti vertical lines to play with, for

creating the desired curvature.

shall

Next we proceed to

use an approximate

question (3), how deep shodd the darts be? We

model to —..—

establish a simple but effective
hips

principle, as follows. The first

approximation is to assume that

the cross -s ection at the hips is

a circle of radius r, and that at x

the waist is a smaller circle of

radius r-x (see Figure 3). Hence
Figure 3.

the hip measurement is 2nr and

the waist measurement is 2n(r-x). Therefore we need to achieve a reduction

of 2m in the perimeter* at the waist, and we can achieve this by means of

our six vertical lines. Since 27 S 6, we have to achieve an average reduction

of approximately x at each dart and. side seam. Therefore the maximum depth
.,

of the dart from the fold to the stitch line is ‘, since the folded material is
2

double thickness. This simple principle of halving the depth not ody answers

question (3), but also suggests a practical method for solving the more

difficult questions (4) and (5), as follows.

Consider the darts in the back panel.

back of the lady, and then the two points of

Place a straight-edge against the “

contact where it touches the

shedder -blade and the bottom will determine the two points where the dart

shodd begin and end.. To obtain the shape of the dart, you merely take the

shape of tile lady relative to the straight-~ge, ad halve its depth(Figure 4).

The resulting quantitative shape will of course depend upon me individual, but

* Did you know that fl is called ~ because it is the first letter of the Greek
word for perimeter, VEPLPT@S?
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the qualitative features are the same for nearly everybody, although seldom

found in any shop made dresses. The first important feature to notice is

that at both ends of the dart the machine stitching shodd be tangential to the

fold line, whereas in most ready made garments it is us~y at an 3ngle

of about 10° or more, because this is easier to make. One ody has to

reflect for a moment to realise that the end of a dart is a cusp catastrophe,

and tiess the stitching is tangential, the end wtil pucker so that it cannot

be ironed flat. The tangentiality dso implies the second important f~turc,

that there must be two points of idexion on the stitch line.

The third important feature to notice is the vertical asymmetry of the

dart, because the main btige is concentrated at the waist. A difference of a

few millimetres away from the true (or desired) shape can dramatically alter

the tailored. look of a dress. M~nwhUe the front darts are of a totally different

shape, because this time they begin at the nipple and end at the stomach, as

shown in

the most

snipped),

Fi&re 5. As before, the beginning and end shodd be tangential, but

impomnt feature to notice this time is the angle at B (suitably

if it is desired that the dress shodd fit snugly under the bust.
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Figure 5.

I experimented with this dart-making principle on another old sheet,

and was gratified. to find that it fitted like a glove. Of course it shodd.

have fitted. like a dress. So when I came to make the SW itself I modified

the design slightiy to aUow for a more flexible movement of the torso, and

put in a couple of extra darts at the back to improve the negative curvature.

Now came the problem of attaching the lining. This is the point

where the instructions in a bad, pattern can drive you up the wall for lack

of decent mathematical nobtion. For instance what does “the inside of the

lining” mean? Does it mean the nice side nat to the skin, or the nasty

side with the frayed edges of the seams on? Let us label the sides in

squence, starting at the outside :

1 = the

2 = the

3 = the

4 = the

outside of the dress

inside of the dress

nasty side of the lining next to 2

nice side of the lining next to the skin.

First make the dress and the lining separately. To attach them together,

you slip the lining over the dress so that 4 is next to 1, machine round

the neck, and” then poke the lining through the neck -hole as in Fi@re 6.
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Then, and. only then, do you attach the

(and along the side zip).

I stress this point because I once

in an American dress-pattern, saying :

1 2’ J4
. . . ----...-. -., .. .

lining to the dress at the armholes

saw an innocent looking instruction

“Slip the lining over the dress,

machine round the neck and armholes, and then turn it inside out”. k

fict it was shown to me with wry amwement by the very lady who had

written the instruction, and who had lost her job as a result of that one

sentence. For the dress -pattern firm had been inundated by furious letters

from thousands of frustrated dress -makers, struggling in vain to turn their

ruined dresses inside out, and, vowing never again to buy that firm’s patterns.

She was a mathematics graduate and she said to me “You’re a topologist -

just prove to me why its impossible to turn the damn thing inside out”.

I confess it took me a sleepless night before I found the aplanation.

Of course it seems obvious, when you have the dress in front Of you, that

it cannot be done, but that is not a mathematical proof. htuitively I feIt

that, in addition to the geometric obstruction inherent in the Unstretchabflity

and incompress ibilitv of the material, there must be a deeper topolo@cal

obstruction, analogous to the impossibility of unknotting a knot. To my

su~rise I managed to establish the following restit, which seemed at

first to prove the opposite.
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Theorem. Let M be an unknotted orientable surface in R3 of genus :3 with

two bounda~ components (as in Fi~re 7). Then there is an isotopy of M

back onto itself that interchanges the two sides of M.

Figure 7.

Here genus 3 means the three vertical holes in the surface, and the

two boundary components mean the ~o circdar rims at the top and bottom.

An isotopy means a continuous movement of the surface, allowing bending,

stretching and shrinking, but not allowing tearing or glueing; and the words

back onto itself means that at the end of the movement the surface occupies

-ctiy the same position that it did at the beginning, ~cept that individual

points on the surface have been moved around. The surprising feature is the

reversal of the sides. A simfiar isotopy is illustrated in Figure 6, but that

is easier to understand because there the surface is ody of genus 1. In

Figure 7 if we identify the top of M with the Mess, the bottom of M with the

lining, and the three holes with the neck and armholes, then the theorem

seems to imply that it is topologically possible to turn the dress inside out, after

alI. It was ody after some thought that I realised the isotopy wodd also

move the curve a into the curve ~, because a can be spanned by a disk on

only one side of the surface , whfle @ can be spanned on the other. Therefore

if the isotopy were applied to the dress then the identity of the neck and

armholes wodd be lost. Hence the correct topological obstruction is :

There is no side-reversing isotopy of the ~ (M, u).

. .
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Returning to the SW dress, it took me longer than anticipated and

eventually I had to stay up all night to get it finished in time. I remember

once getting a jacket made in a couple of days in Hong Kong, and during

the fitting bebg astonished. to catch a glimpse of the taflor’s assistant

sitting cross -legged high up on the cutting bench at the back of the shop.

I tried to ima@e what it must be ltie - so I sat cross-legged up on the

kitchen table au night, sewtig away, dfi~ black coffee, and listening

to the nocturd disc-jockeys. When morning came she tried it on, and

formally pronounced it, at last, a success.

.
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